
CRAFTING YOUR OWN RITUALS

I have included rituals that are useful for everyone in the Enochian
Manifestation program, but I understand that everyone’s situations are
unique. Including yours.

That is why I have written this concise guide to help you in crafting your own
rituals that allow you to make use of Enochian Manifestation in your own
ways to ask for help and guidance in ways that are suitable for yourself.

Here are the steps that you can use to craft your own ritual:

Always start and end each ritual with the LBRP
This grants you protection from any unwanted spirits when you are
performing the rituals.

If time permits, do the BRH after opening the ritual with the LBRP.

Induction
Feel free to copy and use any of the relaxation and imagination exercises that
I have shared with you in the rituals before.

You can always replace those with a five to ten minute meditation to allow
you to relax completely before you proceed with the following steps.

Calling of God and his Angels
Call upon God by his divine name pertaining to the watchtower/table that
you are going to use for the ritual.

E.g. For the God’s name ORO of the East Tower, you will be calling on the
divine names ERZLA, OIIIT and HCNBR for the ritual.

Then call upon the Angels that you require for your ritual.
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You may choose from the Angels that I have listed for you in the tables -
Healing and Medicine, Conjoining, Metals and Precious Stones,
Transportation, Four Elements, Secrets, Transformation, and Mechanical Arts

For example, if you are going on a work trip and would like it to be safe and
successful, you could call on the Angels of Transportation, Four Elements and
Conjoining.

You may follow this format when calling God and his Angels

“Dear God, I call upon you by your divine name ________,

To come forth and be present as I summon your angels to aid me with their
guidance, wisdom, and power as I seek to gain more wealth.

By the power of the divine names

________, ________ and ________

I call upon the mighty and powerful angels

________, ________, and ________

To come forth to perform, accomplish, and complete all my requests…

Abundantly, excellently, thoroughly, pleasantly, plentifully, and perfectly,

By the grace of God, to whom you owe the same reverence and obedience.

________, ________, ________

________, ________, ________

________, ________, ________
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I beseech you to faithfully give me the full strength and power of your office
and ministry…”

This is just a format that I use for myself, you can modify the words when you
have become more familiar and comfortable with the calling to make it more
personalized.

Stating of your INTENT.
This next step is where you state what you wish to achieve or receive.

My advice is to start with a statement that is general, then a statement that
concerns your behavior, then end with one that describes the end state that
you wish to be in.

You may need to experiment a little to get it right, but always be careful what
you wish for.

Ending and Showing Gratitude
Show your gratitude to God and the Angels. This is important and you should
never exclude it from any of the rituals that you craft.

Other things to note:
It is advisable to print the image of the watchtower you are using in the ritual
and placing it in the respective directions, at your sacred space where you are
performing the ritual.

Do not attempt to craft your own ritual if you have not completed the rituals
in the books yet.

You need to be familiar with how to perform those rituals first, and be
initiated and properly inducted with the summoning of the Angels.
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